Focussing on upgrades

Key
- New line (Routes are indicative only)
- Major upgrade (significant line enhancement)
- Major + minor upgrade
- Major upgrade + some new line
- Upgrade (Electrification and/or capacity increase)
- HS2 phase 1 & 2a
- Other lines
- Station capacity upgrade

Infrastructure interventions are shown indicatively, not service origins and destinations. Not all stations shown.
Prioritising regional links (plus 25 per cent)
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Prioritising regional links (plus 50 per cent)

Key:
- New line (Routes are indicative only)
- Major upgrade (significant line enhancement)
- Major + minor upgrade
- Major upgrade + some new line
- Upgrade (Electrification and/or capacity increase)
- HS2 phase 1 & 2a
- Other lines
- Station capacity upgrade

Infrastructure interventions are shown indicatively, not service origins and destinations. Not all stations shown.
Prioritising long distance links (plus 25 per cent)

Infrastructure interventions are shown indicatively, not service origins and destinations. Not all stations shown.
Prioritising long distance links (plus 50 per cent)

Key
- New line (Routes are indicative only)
- Major upgrade (significant line enhancement)
- Major + minor upgrade
- Major upgrade + some new line
- Upgrade (Electrification and/or capacity increase)
- HS2 phase 1 & 2a
- Other lines
- Station capacity upgrade

Infrastructure interventions are shown indicatively, not service origins and destinations. Not all stations shown.